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NEW PATTERN
COLLECTION
Learn new
stitch patterns
with Pathways:
Textured Knits
pages 2-5

NEW COLORS!
Hawthorne & Chroma
pages 16-17, 32-33

PRISM NEEDLES
are back in stock!
Page 26

BOOK SALE!
Save up to 40%
See back cover for
more information

Textural designs made up of mostly
simple knit and purl stitches, with
a few slips and twists thrown in for
good measure, combine with a range
of silhouettes—from traditional to
modern—in this collection of thirteen
garment and accessory patterns.
The perfect projects to keep you
cozy company throughout the chilly
months, whether knitting them or
wearing them, these squishy knits
are a classic addition to any knitter’s
sweater stash.
Printed Book {33851} $17.99
save 40%
eBook {75361D} $14.99
Individual Pattern Download $4.99
Featured on cover: Moss Stitch Jumper
{52859D}
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Palora Pullover {52863D}
Knit in Swish DK (p. 6-7).
Yarn cost starts at $71.88.

Textured Diamonds
Pullover {52861D}
Knit in Bare Twill.
Yarn cost starts at
$98.91.

Anguila Sweater
{52862D} Knit in
Twill. Yarn cost starts
at $90.93.

Our go-to yarn for everything
Twill is everything you’d want in a yarn: it’s bouncy, versatile, and luxuriously
soft—it blocks beautifully too! The 3-ply twist and satisfying density of this
100% Merino wool yarn results in absolutely gorgeous stitch definition,
making both intricate cables and straightforward stockinette shine.
Worsted | 100% Superwash Merino Wool. $12.99/100g hank - 149 yds.

Shown, from top left: Overcast 27936, Graphite Heather 27927, Fiddlehead
27935, Crabapple 27933, Twister 27929, Dungaree 27931, Gold Rush 27934, Merlin
27930, and Concord 27932.
1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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Waffle Stitch Pullover
{52858D} Knit in Swish
DK (p. 6-7). Yarn cost
starts at $53.91.

Autumn Harvest
{52857D} Knit in Stroll
Tweed. Yarn cost starts
at $6.99.
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Virago Vest {52866D}
Knit in Simply Wool
Worsted (p. 8-9). Yarn
cost starts at $27.96.

Protea Sweater
{52865D}
Knit in Wool of the
Andes (p. 10-11). Yarn
cost starts at $34.90.

Abingdon Pullover
{52856D} Knit in
Paragon. Yarn cost
starts at $98.89.

1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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A

NATURALLY GORGEOUS

W

Simplicity at its finest, our Simply yarns are made with 100% natural fleeces
(no dyes or bleaches here!). Each shade is made by meticulously sorting
fiber and allows the natural beauty of these fibers to shine in every project.
Celebrate Simply Alpaca's soft drape with scarves and elegantly simple
sweaters, or Simply Wool's beautiful stitch definition in cables or textured
motifs. Our Simply family of yarns have the highest ecological standard.
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SIMPLY ALPACA
Aran/Heavy Worsted | 100% Superfine Alpaca. $12.99/100g hank - 246 yds.
Shown, from "A", Clockwise: Alexis 27492, Alfie Twist 28706*, Alton 27488, Alton Twist 28705*, Aldous 27486, Aldous
Twist 28704*, Alfonse 27487, Alma 27485, Alison 27491, Alfie 27490, Alonzo 27489, and Alaina 27484.

SIMPLY WOOL
Worsted & Bulky | 100% Eco Wool. $6.99/100g hank - Worsted: 218 yds, Bulky: 193 yds.
Shown, from "W", Counterclockwise: Wallace 27480, Winnie & Wallace Twist 28711*, Wilhelmina 27479, Winnie 27478,
Wallace Twist 28714*, Wordsworth 27483, Wordworth Twist 28713*, Winkle 27481, Winkle & Wordsworth Twist
28712*, Wendy 27477, Winnie Twist 28715*, Wanda 27476, and Winkle Twist 28710*.

*NEW! Our favorite colors now come in a twist version! Fade between two colors with the perfectly
matched twist blend.

1.800.574.1323
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Cranberry
23425

Firecracker
Heather
23896

Red
23764

Papaya Heather
25071

Persimmon Heather
24280

Fern
23433

Brass Heather
25638

Forest Heather
23897

Pumpkin
23430

Everglade Heather
25643

Caution
24650

Grass
23439

Peapod
25983

Aurora Heather
25065

Shire Heather
25988

Noble Heather
25990

Spruce
23421

Calypso Heather
24653

Celestial
25652

Sapphire Heather
23899

Baltic Heather
25648

Whirlpool
25978

Ocean
28284

Dragonfruit
28297

Crème Brûlèe
25975

Pink Posy
Heather
25644

Cloud
23432

Aloe Heather
28291

Marina
25074

Wonderland
Heather
25068

Blossom Heather
25067

Buttercup
28281

Green Tea Heather
24648

Tranquil
25981

Fjord Heather
25647

Absent Friends Shawl 14668D.
Yarn cost $27.92.
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Nuallan Cape & Capelet 52767D. Yarn cost $41.88.

Gray Days Gansey 527

Poet
28293

Claret Heather
24071

Magic
28296

Burdock Heather
28288

Columbine
25646

Night Shade Heather
28292

Hyacinth
23442

Blackberry
24273

Depths
28283
Lava Heather
25637
Solstice Heather
25066

Delft Heather
25649

Merlot Heather
25634

Bouquet Heather
25639

Mink Heather
24279

Bramble Heather
25073

Grizzly Heather
25641

Silver
25977

Opal Heather
25645

Jurassic
28295

Crane Heather
28290

Dove Heather
24077

Midnight Heather
25640

Chocolate
23774

White
24065

Peacoat
28282

Chestnut
23424

Clarity
25632

Bittersweet
Heather
24652

Amber Heather
23893

Lake Ice Heather
23898

Penguin
28286

Rooibos Heather
25642

Gull
28285

Mist
23438

Our classic worsted wool yarn is spun and plied carefully from Peruvian wool to achieve a wonderfully balanced
twist, making for an excellent combination of structure, loft, and drape that serves a wide variety of uses.

719D. Yarn cost $41.88.

100% Peruvian
$3.49/50g
skein - 110 skein
yds. - 110 yds.
100%Highland
PeruvianWool.
Highland
Wool. $2.99/50g

Chalet Scarf 13736D. Yarn cost $31.41.

Corrie Sweater 52477D. Yarn cost $45.37
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SWISH
Merino at its best, Swish is the superwash yarn of knitters’ dreams! This high grade
Merino wool (20.5 microns) is machine washable and super soft too. Available in a
rainbow of colors and three weights, we love to use Swish for textured stitches, cables,
and light colorwork projects. Whether you're making cozy afghans, cuddly sweaters,
or even baby knits Swish looks great after every wash and over years of wear.
Available in three weights | 100% Peruvian Highland Wool.
DK: $5.99/50g skein - 123 yds. Worsted: $5.99/50g skein - 110 yds. Bulky: $10.99/100g hank - 137 yds.

Let's talk about Wool!
One of nature’s most versatile fibers, wool
features an incredible range of useful
characteristics. Reach for wool when you
want your projects to withstand a great deal
of use, as well as be antibacterial, breathable,
insulating, cooling, and also water resistant!
It’s no wonder we love wool fibers for both
garment and home décor projects.

Big Pretzel Coat 52760D Yarn cost starts at $113.81.
10
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Superwash yarns are wool fibers that have
been treated in a way that makes them less
likely to felt by removing or smoothing the
surface of the fibers. That means you can
make beautiful projects that can be cleaned
easily in the washing machine!

Rejilla Shawl: Heavy 52898D
Yarn cost $23.96.

Simplicity Squared Hat & Mitts 52512D. Yarn cost starts at $41.93.

Ogee Hat and Scarf 52564D
Yarn cost starts at $17.97.

Stiletto Pullover 14462D
Yarn cost starts at $41.93.
Montage Pullover 52824D. Yarn cost starts at $53.91.

1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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PERFECT NEEDLES FOR EVERY PROJECT
We're here to help you do what you do best: Create.
Creating the best projects means not only having access to the best materials at the
best prices, but the best tools as well. And as knitters just like you, we strive to bring
you needles that we’re as excited to use as we are to sell.

Short Interchangeables Shorter tips and special length cables designed to make
smaller circumference projects—like hats and sleeves—easier to manage. Short
Interchangeable Sets start at $44.99. Short Individual needle tips start at $4.99.
Shown: Radiant Short Interchangeable Set {90578} $44.99.

Fixed Circulars These needle tips are
permanently connected to cables of
a specific length, which is especially
useful in smaller gauge projects, like
lace and socks. Individual needle tips
start at $5.49. Shown: Radiant Fixed
Circular 24", US Size 3 {90515} $7.49.
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Interchangeable Circulars The foundation of the modern knitter’s toolbox.
Detachable needle tips and cables interchange to form a wide range of gauges
and lengths on demand. Sets start at $55.99. Individual needle tips start at $5.99.
Shown: Mosaic Interchangeable Set {90586} $55.99.

Straight Needles These ARE your grandmother’s needles. Elegant and simple, tried and true. For basic flat knitting, sometimes
the classic methods are the best. Sets start at $49.99. Needle pairs start at $4.69. Shown: Mosaic 10" Straight Needle Set
{90770} $62.99.

Double Pointed Needles Featuring tapered points at both ends for a classic solution to circular knitting, especially small
circumferences like socks. Multi-size sets start at $23.99. Individual needle sets start at $4.99. Shown: 8" Mosaic Double Pointed
Needle Set {91460} $45.99.
1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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SAVE TIME WITH YARN SWIFTS!
WINDING BASICS
Yarn hanks need to be wound into cakes or balls before knitting or crocheting! A hank is a loop of yarn with two ends;
if you knit directly from an opened hank, your yarn will become tangled. By winding a hank into a cake, you create a
portable ball of yarn that is easy to work from and will not tangle. Use a Yarn Swift to hold hanks of yarn open and in
place as you wind them into cakes using a Ball Winder.

YARN SWIFT - ONYX

YARN SWIFT - BIRCH

83651 - $59.99 save 25%

82008 - $49.99 save 23%

PREMIUM WINDING
STATION TOOL KIT
Our Premium Winding Station is the go-to gift that
keeps on giving. This kit includes everything you need
to wind up and organize skeins with ease, including a scale
to size up those yarn odds and ends hiding in your stash.
Kit includes Knit Picks Knitting Yarn Swift, Knit Picks Yarn
Ball Winder, Knit Picks Maplewood Yarn Bowl, and Weigh'n
Digital Scale.
82001 - $98.97 save 25%
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Hover your phone camera over
the QR code to see our How to
Wind Yarn Tutorial!

PREMIUM BLOCKING MATS
Our premium mats are extra thick to make pinning your
projects easier. One side features a textured surface,
offering extra grip for easier shaping. The other side has
a printed 1" grid to guarantee straight edges, square
corners, and the correct size every time. Each set of
nine 12" square mats comes in a clear, zippered carrying
case with handles for easy storage and travel, and it
also includes 100 T pins!

PREMIUM BLOCKING MATS

83786 - $34.99

CLASSIC YARN BOWLS
Our stashes may shift over time, but some tools are timeless! Our classic yarn bowls are now
available in fabulous new materials and colors. Useful and lovely, these bowls are the perfect
addition to any craft room and are the best way to wrangle rogue skeins.

ROSEWOOD

83220 - $19.99

TWO TONE ROSEWOOD/
MANGO

83221 - $19.99

BLACK MANGO WOOD

83338 - $24.99

DARK BROWN MANGO
WOOD

83218 - $24.99

1.800.574.1323

MAPLEWOOD

83356 - $24.99

www.knitpicks.com
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Add new excitement to your knitting
with some slipped stitches! This book
features thirteen accessories and
garments with bold mosaic motifs.
Easier than colorwork, mosaic
patterns are worked with only one
color per row!
Whether you prefer squishy garter
stitch or classic stockinette, fine
fingering weight or chunkier worsted,
bold geometric designs or soft organic
patterns, we’ve got you covered.
Printed Book {33799} $17.99
save 40%
eBook {75352D} $14.99
Individual Pattern Download $4.99

Mingling Sweater {52818D}
Knit in Hawthorne.
Yarn cost starts at $97.93.
See more information on
Hawthorne on pages 16-17.

BOOK SALE!

KNIT PICKS EXCLUSIVE BOOKS

EQUINOX: A MODERN COTTON
COLLECTION

33798 - $17.99 save 40%

CADENCE: LUXE KNITS

EVERYDAY RUSTIC:
A TEXTURED TWEED
COLLECTION

33745 - $17.99 save 40%

WINDWARD:
CABLE COLLECTION

33386 - $17.99 save 40%

33708 - $17.99 save 40%

SPLENDID SOLES
KNIT PICKS

Set your toes to tapping with our latest collection of colorfully coordinated socks! You’ll fall
in love with these (quantity) patterns, featuring classic cabled textures, DNA inspired lace
patterns, and architecturally crafted masterpieces. Look no further, your solemate awaits!

*C33386*
*C33531*
33386
33531

SOJOURN: A KNIT LACE
COLLECTION

33700 - $17.99 save 40%

OUTRAGEOUS INSTEPS

33689 - $17.99 save 40%

DELICATE DETAILS: 15 ELEGANT
ACCESSORIES

RENEW: SIMPLE SPRING
SILHOUETTES

33536 - $17.99 save 40%

33408 - $17.99 save 40%

SPLENDID SOLES: COLORFULLY
COORDINATED SOCK PATTERNS

SPECTRUM: A COLORWORK
COLLECTION IN PALETTE

33531 - $17.99 save 40%

33720 - $17.99 save 40%

SOCKS FOR EVERYBODY!:
PATTERNS FOR THE BEGINNER
SOCK KNITTER

EVERYDAY WRAPS:
COLORFUL KNITTED
SHAWLS

33406 - $14.39 save 20%

1.800.574.1323

33409 - 17.99 save 40%

www.knitpicks.com
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KNIT THE
RAINBOW!
Hawthorne is the perfect mix-and-match
yarn for fade, striped, or ombré projects.
Originally designed as the very best sock
yarn, it's also our go-to yarn family for
shawls and sweaters that will look good
for years to come! Each skein features a
tight but bouncy ply which means that
each stitch has excellent definition,
no matter how many times your projects
are washed in the machine.
Fingering | 80% Fine Superwash Highland Wool, 20% Polyamide (Nylon).
$13.99/100g hank - 357 yds.

Shown top row, left to right: Volcano Kettle 28621, Picnic Kettle
26696, Compass Kettle 26690, Cattail Kettle 28620, Nymph Kettle
28625, Poseidon Kettle 26693, Serpent Kettle 26695, Conifer Kettle
26699, Delphinium Kettle 26694, and Wisp Kettle 26692. Shown
second row, left to right: Turkish Delight Kettle 26691, Goddess
Kettle 26689, Equinox Kettle 28626, Contessa Kettle 28627,
Camellia Kettle 28619, Daphne Kettle 28625, Midwinter Kettle
28623, Northstar Kettle 28622, Slate Kettle 26688, and Blackbird
Kettle 26698. Shown third row, left to right: Peach Speckle 28616,
Panettone Speckle 28614, Tie Dye Speckle 27222, Cobbler Speckle
28613, Confetti Speckle 26870, Jupiter Speckle 27216, Andromeda
Speckle 27214, and Berry Smoothie Speckle 27215. Shown bottom
row, left to right: Blueberry Speckle 27219, Cosmic Speckle 26871,
City Lights Speckle 27220, Italian Ice Speckle 27221, Karaoke
Speckle 28617, Surprise Speckle 28615, and Spark Speckle 28618.

1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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Patterns perfect for

HAWTHORNE
Hawthorne is just the ticket for hard-wearing
knits in a range of stunning colors. Available
in a myriad of dye effects, the options to mix
and match are endless.

Sorrel {14824D}
Knit in Hawthorne & Aloft.
Yarn cost starts at $77.93.

20
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Gradual Rib Hat {51117D}. Yarn cost starts at $27.98.

Both Sides Now Shawl {52753D}.
Yarn cost starts at $27.98.

Find Your Fade Shawl {14017D}.
Yarn cost starts at $97.93.

Helix Wiggles Socks {52659D}. Yarn cost $27.98.

NEW COLORS!

A self-striping magical
treat for your feet
Fingering | 75% Fine Superwash
Merino Wool, 30% Silk.
$6.99/50g ball - 218 yds.

Shown, clockwise from
top: Vampire Vibes 28777,
Carrot Cake 28776, Animal
Cookie 28773, Cupcake
Karaoke 28781, Whatsits
Galore 28780, Fiesta 28778,
Dragonboat 28779, Hotshot
28774, Windbreaker 28775,
and Currant Mood 28772.

Felici, our beloved self-striping yarn, is
back! These ten stunning, limited-edition
colors were designed by some of our
favorite designers and fans. A big thank
you to Holli Yeoh, Allison Griffith, Violet
LeBeaux, and Rosalyn (Roz) Keys—we
couldn't have done it without you!
Felici is made with the softest superwash
merino and bouncy nylon. Perfect for
socks and accessories, this machine
washable yarn is a treat for sensitive
skin in the brightest colors.

Hover your phone
camera over the QR
code to download the
free digital pattern!

FREE PATTERN IN
FELICI!

TEENAGE KICKS SOCKS
56188

NEW COLORS!

FREE PATTERN IN STATIC!

Static
Step up your sock game with this limited edition
self-patterning sock yarn!
Fingering | 75% Superwash Wool, 25% Nylon. $13.99/100g hank - 437 yds.
TWO AT ONCE, TOE UP, MAGIC LOOP SOCKS
50631

Precision dyed in a repeating pattern of stripes and speckles, these
vibrant colors are on a brand new sock yarn base, designed to be a
delight to wear and knit. As with all of our limited edition yarns, these
colors won't be around forever! Once these colors sell out, we'll bring in
new equally fantastic, kick-off-your-shoes-worthy skeins.
Shown, from top left: Neptune 28498, Quest 28500, Hope Chest 28497,
Allsorts 28494. Second row, from left: Beekeeper 28499, Seascape 28496,
Peachy 28493, and Paradise 28495.

1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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CHROMA,
WITH A TWIST
Chroma, our gorgeous color-changing yarn,
now comes in a colorful Twist! Each of the plies are
individually dyed in classic Chroma colorways before being spun
together. The result is a sturdy yet soft yarn with subtle thick-and-thin
differences for a hand-spun look and maximum contrast. No two hanks
will ever be the same! Use our original Chroma yarn for slow color
shifting projects or the new Chroma Twist skeins for bright pops in
basic projects.
Chroma Fingering & Worsted | 70% Superwash Wool, 30% Nylon. Fingering: $11.99/100g ball - 396 yds. Worsted: $11.99/100g
ball - 198 yds. Chroma Twist Worsted & Bulky | 70% Superwash Wool, 30% Nylon. Worsted: $11. 99/100g ball - 198 yds.
Bulky: $11. 99/100g hank - 127 yds.
1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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Every throw in this ten-pattern collection is constructed in
modular pieces. With blocks (or modules) ranging from squares
and rectangles to triangles, parallelograms, and hexagons,
each project features blankets that will be fun to knit AND use.
Each pattern includes a coloring page so you can try out ideas
and really personalize your special blanket projects!
Printed Book {33830} $17.99 save 40%
eBook {75360D} $17.99. Individual Pattern Download $4.99

Squared Blanket {52852D}
Knit in Chroma.
Yarn cost $35.97.
See more information on
Chroma on pages 32-33.
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Fingering weight yarn isn’t just for socks! Bust
your sock yarn stash by turning it into beautiful
and colorful shawls, wraps, scarves, and cowls.
Stripes and color blocks, cables and twists, lace,
short row wedges, mosaic knitting ... there’s
something for every knitter in this collection of
fourteen patterns to keep you cozy.
Printed Book {33800} $17.99 save 40%
eBook {75351D} $14.99
Individual Pattern Download $4.99

Sunday Vibes Shawl
{52807D} Knit in Hawthorne.
Yarn cost $41.97. See more
information on Hawthorne on
pages 16-17.

SHOW, FROM TOP LEFT: PRISM SHAWL {52817D} Knit in Chroma. Yarn cost $23.98. LATERAL SWAY WRAP {52806D} Knit in Chroma.
Yarn cost starts at $23.98. DRAKE'S BEACH SHAWL {52816D} Knit in Capretta. Yarn cost $53.94.
1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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MEET YOUR NEW
FAVORITE ACRYLIC
Gentle enough for sensitive skin, Brava is our hardwearing yarn that works wonders for projects where
durability and easy-care are a
must! Hypoallergenic and
machine washable, there is
no fiber more accessible
and dependable. Perfect
for everything from longlasting afghans and charity
projects, to children's toys
and accessories.
100% Premium Acrylic, available in

Sport, Worsted & Bulky weights.

Fireside Gingham
Afghan & Pillow {55969}
Yarn cost $47.31.

28
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Palindrome Pillow {52786D}
Yarn cost $14.94.

Mermaids Keeper Hat {13246D}
Yarn cost $2.49.

Steeped Throw {52578D} Yarn cost $32.37.

Bumpy Bear Hat {52601D} Yarn cost $2.49.

Magic Ribbon Blanket {56165} Yarn cost $50.97.

Tilework Afghan Pattern
{51039} Yarn cost $39.84.

Sport, Worsted & Bulky | 100% Premium Acrylic. Sport: $2.49/100g skein - 273 yds.
Worsted: $2.49/100g skein - 218 yds. Bulky: $2.49/100g skein - 136 yds. Brava 500 |
100% Premium Acrylic. Worsted: $10.99/500g skein - 1090 yds. Brava Mini Packs |
100% Premium Acrylic. Worsted: $19.99/600g minis - 1308 yds.
1.800.574.1323
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YOUR GUIDE TO NEEDLE MATERIALS

WOOD
Wood needles are lightweight, feel warm
in your hands, and are quiet as you knit.
Many knitters find that wood has the
perfect amount of rigidity and flex for
smooth knitting during long sessions.
We recommend wood needles for
anyone with hand fatigue or arthritis as
they're more forgiving than their metal
counterparts.

Laminated Birch

Cocobolo

Made up of layers of laminated birch in cheerful colors, our

For needles with satisfying heft and a super smooth surface,

Options Interchangeable wooden needles are strong and

go for Cocobolo! Made from a solid piece of wood, these

smooth, which means yarn glides easily when working with

needles showcase cocobolo's dramatic natural grain and

them. The wood also provides just the right amount of light

lovely rich tones. No two sets look the same!

friction when using slippery yarns such as silk.
Sunstruck Options Interchangeable Needle Tips start at $5.09/pair
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Cocobolo Options Interchangeable Needle Tips start at $7.99/pair

Needles are every bit as important as the yarn in a project—you’re holding them for
thousands of stitches, so they better be comfortable! Discover your go-to needle below!

METAL
Metal needles are the strongest and
slickest knitting needle material, perfect
for speedy knitting with woolly yarns.
The rigid material holds sharp points
and doesn't flex under pressure, making
them fantastic needles for knitting lace
or cables where stitches are frequently
manipulated.

Nickel Plated

Aluminum

Our Nickel Plated needles have some seriously dedicated fans!

Super strong and lightweight, our aluminum needles are a

The super smooth nickel surface is perfect for speedy knitting,

colorful alternative to our Nickel Plated needles. Featuring

and it makes "stickier" wool yarns or complicated cables

even sharper points, these needles warm in your hands as you

easier then ever. Our nickel needles are also slightly weightier

use them, and they are great for wood needle fans who find

than wood and stay cool to the touch during long periods of

working with a grabbier yarn is slowing them down.

knitting, reducing knitting fatigue. The classic polished metal

Prism Aluminum Options Interchangeable Circular Set {91461}
$59.99

finish means these needles will become timeless additions to
your collection!
Nickel Options Interchangeable Needle Tips start at $5.49/pair

1.800.574.1323
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PRISM

Aluminum Interchangeable Needles
Add a splash of color to your knitting! Our lightweight aluminum interchangeable
needles feature the same sharp points, flexible cables, and smooth joins as our other
Options Interchangeable needles. Aluminum metal warms to your hands as you knit,
and the slick metal surface allows stitches to slide off with ease. Each size is color
coded and includes the needle size (in US and MM measurements) etched on each
needle, making these the ultimate grab-and-go needles for any project.

PRISM ALUMINUM OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE SET {91461} $59.99
This set is packaged in a handy vinyl case and comes with all the accessories you need: 9 pairs of aluminum
tips (ranging from US 4 to 11), 4 black cables (two 24", one 32", and one 40"), 8 cable end caps, 1 cable
connector, and 2 cable keys.
32
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SHORT NEEDLES
A Must Have Tool For Small Projects
Perfect for small circumference projects like hats, sleeves, and baby knits!
These short 23/4" tips paired with special short cables form cute and functional
16" circular needles! Sets include seven tip sizes ranging from US 4-10 as well
as two cables, four end caps, and two cable keys. Available in Nickel Plated or
in Caspian, Majestic, or Radiant Wood.

Short Interchangeable Set $44.99. Available in green Caspian
colorway {91200}. Short Interchangeable Tips start at $5.49/pair

A ssemb lin g Yo u r I nte rchang e ab l e Ne e d l e s

1. Thread the needle tip onto the
cable; twist to screw together.

2. Insert the cable key into the hole
at the base of the cable. Grasp
cable key, turn to tighten the 		
needle tip.

3. Start knitting!

1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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Cocobolo
Add an elegance to your needle collection
with Cocobolo hardwood. Renowned for its
rich color and dramatic contrasting grain,
Cocobolo makes superb knitting needles,

providing a naturally warm hand, smooth
surface, and exceptional strength. Equal
parts magnificent and resilient, you'll be
knitting in superior style for years to come!

INTERCHANGEABLE SET {90742} $89.99
Everything you need for a premium knitting experience! This set is beautifully packaged in an embossed box with
all the accessories you need: 9 pairs of Cocobolo wood tips (ranging from US 4 - US 11), 7 black cables (24"-60"
lengths), cable end caps, cable connectors, and a tin with locking stitch markers.
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FOURSQUARE
NEEDLES

They’re a little different and a lot of fun!
We took the same smooth, laminated
birch of our popular Majestic needles
and squared them. The slightly rounded
corners provide a comfortable extra grip
for your fingers and yarn, helping to keep
your hands limber and your stitches even.
We love these needles for beginner or
"tight" knitters as their unique shape
helps keep stitches loose and even.
TIPS START AT $5.99. INTERCHANGEABLE SET {91404} $55.99.

TRY IT
Not sure? Our Try-it interchangeable needles are a
great way to test the shape without committing to a
whole set! Each set comes with a pair of US 6 (4mm)
laminated birch tips (regular round or Foursquare) and
US 7 (4.5mm) Nickel Plated tips.
CASPIAN {91079} $14.99, FOURSQUARE {90741} $14.99,
RADIANT {90549} $14.99, AND MAJESTIC {91288} $14.99
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Stylish

STORAGE
Take your projects to the next level with roomy totes, practical accessories,
and note-worthy notebooks!

FOX DRAWSTRING BAG 84156 - $22.00 | FOX PROJECT TOTE 84151 - $28.00

See more about
Static on page 21!

WOOL ENEMY NUMBER ONE 84445 - $7.99 | METAL STITCH MARKERS 80594 $1.99 | MAJESTIC OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE TIPS starting at $5.99
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SLEEPY KITTY ZIPPER POUCH 84444 - $7.99 | FOLDABLE SCISSORS 80626 $4.49 | RETRACTABLE TAPE MEASURE 80582 - $1.99

Keep track of your knitting progress with
this sleek & chic compact journal! Part
workbook, part reference guide, it's the
journal no knitter should be without!

Project log

KNIT PICKS DELUXE KNITTING JOURNAL 33748 $19.99 | CASPIAN OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE
NEEDLE TIPS starting at $5.99/pair

Glossary of
Common Stitches
& Techniques

Measurement
Guide

COLLAGE SKETCHBOOK
84424 - $14.99
TANGENT LAY-FLAT SMALL
NOTEBOOK 84425 - $5.99

LARGE ZEPHYR
LAY-FLAT
NOTEBOOK
84428 - $9.99

ZIGGY
SKETCHBOOK
84422 - $15.99

LARGE ECLIPSE
LAY-FLAT NOTEBOOK
84427 - $9.99

ZEPHYR LAYFLAT SMALL
NOTEBOOK
84426 - $5.99

CAT HALFMOON POUCH 84134 - $13.00 |
KNIT PICKS METALLIC STITCH MARKER
VARIETY PACK 83923 - $6.99

1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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Color Curated

PALETTE
BOXES
Instant colorwork in a box! Our beloved
fingering weight wool comes in color
curated sets! Use together in a single
project for sweeping tonal gradients
or buy all three boxes to get the full
rainbow of 150 colors. Boxes include
25 colors (no repeats!) in cute 20 gram
mini skeins.
Buy all three boxes and make this
FREE sampler blanket pattern!
ULTIMATE KNIT PALETTE BLANKET 55756

PALETTE BOX - SUNRISE AND SUNSET

PALETTE BOX - MOUNTAIN AND DESERT

PALETTE BOX - FOREST AND OCEAN

{46718} $99.99

{46717} $99.99

{46716} $99.99
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PATTERN KITS

BOTH SIDES NOW SHAWL KIT
Shown in Seaside {84437}. Includes Hawthorne in Tie Dye Speckle and Springwater Multi,
and digital pattern download. $60.95 $48.75 save 20%

COLOR SHIFTING SHAWL PATTERN KIT
Shown in Muse {84573}. Includes Muse Sock in Poetic, Savvy, Thrill, Untamed,
and Impulse, and digital pattern download. $79.95 $63.95 save 20%

INVASIVE FILAREE COWL PATTERN KIT
Shown in Brocade {84439}. Includes Twill in Crabapple and Black Cherry,
and digital pattern download. $56.95 $45.55 save 20%

DISH TOWEL SET
Shown in Spring Bloom {82563}. Includes Dishie in Blush, Begonia, Azure, Honeydew,
and Creme Brulee, and digital pattern download. $19.94 $17.94 save 10%

INDIE DYE DISCOUNT
Indie dyers rejoice: your favorite dyeable yarns are available with a bulk discount!
This sweet deal lets you dye more for less; save up to 15% off when you buy 20 skeins.
knitpicks.com/bare-yarn-20-packs

Read how we used this kit to have
an Indigo Dye party in the Knit
Picks office! blog.knitpicks.com/
dye-yarn-with-indigo/

A.

LEARN THE BASICS

INDIGO DYE KIT

80641 - $13.99
A. HAND DYEING YARN AND FLEECE by Gail Callahan

31330 - $13.27 save 30%
B. THE MODERN NATURAL DYER by Kristine Vegar

32837 - $20.97 save 30%
C. THE HANDBOOK OF NATURAL PLANT DYES by Sasha Duerr

31679 - $15.37 save 30%

B.

C.

GREENER SHADES ACID DYE KIT

80875 - $59.99

EARTHUES BOTANICAL DYE KIT UPDATED 81145 - $45.99
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WE NOW CARRY

GERMANTOWN YARN
BY KELBOURNE WOOLENS
An icon of American craft, Kelbourne Woolen's Germantown yarn was developed in Philadelphia in the
early 1800s, and the name has come to be synonymous with good quality worsted yarn. Germantown
yarn is made in the US using 100% US grown wool. Kelbourne Woolens is proud to be a part of
Germantown's long history of American crafting.
Worsted | 100% US Grown Wool. $15.00/100g skein - 220 yds.

12 FREE PATTERNS! ONE-SKEIN HAT PATTERNS FROM KELBOURNE WOOLENS
JANUARY HAT {56237}

FEBRUARY HAT {56238}

MARCH HAT {56239}

APRIL HAT {56240}

MAY HAT {56241}

JUNE HAT {56242}

JULY HAT {56243}

AUGUST HAT {56244}

SEPTEMBER HAT {56241}

OCTOBER HAT {56246}

NOVEMBER HAT {56247}

DECEMBER HAT {56248}

INSTANT INSPIRATION
Nothing refreshes your knitting queue or sparks your imagination quite like a brand new book!
Get inspired to take your knitting to new places with our selection of gorgeous books.

Books, top to bottom: 50 Knitted Wraps and Shawls {33801} $20.96 save 30%,
The Year of Knots {33795} $16.25 save 41%, Swoon {33033} $24.00,
People Knitting: A Century of Photographs {33214} $11.87 save 30%,
and Shoreland {33782} $15.33 save 30%.
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BOOK SALE!

TOP-DOWN KNIT SWEATERS

SHAWLS WRAPS AND SCARVES

by Corrina Ferguson
33780 - $17.47 save 30%

by Louisa Harding
33802 - $15.37 save 30%

THE WEAVING EXPLORER

KNITS FROM THE GREENHOUSE

by Gwen Steege
33709 - $19.57 save 30%

by Cornelia Bartlette
33792 - $18.89 save 30%

SEAMLESS KNIT SWEATERS

OVERSIZE FASHION KNITS

IN 2 WEEKS

by Frechverlag GmbH
33644 - $16.07 save 30%

by Marie Greene
33681 - $15.39 save 30%

WEEKEND MAKES:

YARN SUBSTITUTION

STASH KNITTING

MADE EASY

by Emma Osmond
33692 - $16.07 save 30%

by Carol Sulcoski
33671 - $13.97 save 30%

CABLE KNITS FROM

CROCHETED SUCCULENTS

THE KNITTER'S ACTIVITY BOOK

MODERN PUNCH NEEDLE

NORDIC LANDS

by Emma Varnam
33773 - $13.97 save 30%

by Sincerely Louise
33710 - $11.87 save 30%

by Berenice Robert
33736 - $9.09 save 30%

by Ivar Asplund
33771 - $15.74 save 30%

1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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KNIT PICKS EXCLUSIVE EBOOKS

We're keeping your knitting portable and your patterns paperless! We work
with top pattern designers to bring you amazing eBook pattern collections and
downloadable patterns designed for our yarns. From epic cables to beginnerfriendly socks, we've got a collection for every occasion.
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WHAT'S IN
YOUR BAG?
Whether you're gearing up for fall with a collection of warm, cozy neutrals
or you're looking for cheerful pops of color to brighten the shorter days,
we have the right accessories to get you on your way.
A. KNIT PICKS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE CASE - GOLD 84279 $14.99 | B. FRENCHIE HALFMOON POUCH 84420
$13.00 | C. SUNSTRUCK NEEDLE TIPS start at $5.99 | D. FOLDABLE SCISSORS 80626 $4.49 | E. EMERGENCY FIX
KEYCHAIN 80632 $1.99 | F. YARN CUTTER 80581 $4.99 | G. CAT HALFMOON POUCH 84134 $13.00 | H. HILL & DALE
LARGE COSMETIC BAG 83683 $27.99

Hover your
phone camera
over the QR code
to see all of our
ebooks!

1.800.574.1323
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SUBSCRIPTION BOXES
Treat yourself (or your favorite knitter) to our carefully curated monthly
subscription boxes! From cotton yarns to cute accessories, learn new skills
and build your stash with best-selling yarns and patterns. Explore our full
range of boxes online at KnitPicks.com/HandPicked

AVAILABLE IN 3 OPTIONS:

COTTON CLUB
A selection of cotton yarns
and patterns

A YEAR OF HATS
Explore new techniques with hats in
two yarn weights in 12 installments

SOCK YARN CELEBRATION
Patterns and at least 200g of
beautiful sock yarn

KNIT PICKS PODCAST
300+ episodes to keep you company as you knit and crochet! We dive deep into knitting
techniques, answer your burning questions about your favorite crafts, as well as go behind
the scenes at Knit Picks to tell you how the magic is made.

Listen to all the episodes on iTunes or through
your favorite streaming service. Simply search
for Knit Picks Podcast!
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THIS CATALOG IS
ONLY THE BEGINNING…
81 yarns, 1,806 colors, and 4,684 patterns are
available at KnitPicks.com!
Our customer service team members are real
crafters too! Have a question about a yarn, the way
it feels, or the undertone of a particular color?
Don’t be shy! Seriously, we’re here to make your
fiber journey nothing short of amazing—we love to
help crafters do what they do best: create.
Catalog expires 10/12/20 | 1.800.574.1323
customerservice@knitpicks.com | M-F, 6am - 4pm PST

1.800.574.1323
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PO Box 87760
Vancouver, WA 98687-7760
1 (800) 574-1323
Fax 1 (360) 260-8877
M - F 6AM - 4PM PT

CUSTOMER NO.

Current Resident Or:

SOURCE CODE

BOOK SALE
Save up to 40% on all
books in stock
See over 500 titles online
at KnitPicks.com/books

SHOWN:

Plain & Simple {33528} $16.80 save 30%,
Home & Away {32773} $16.80 save 30%,
The Knitter's Dictionary {33645} $13.99 save 30%,
and Coffeehouse Knits {33693} $18.89 save 30%.
CATALOG EXPIRES OCTOBER 12, 2020
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